When I first saw the projects, built by Dekra Company, I immediately
appreciated the international qualitative level of their realization; that is
why by searching the contractor by “VTB Arena” construction, the choice
was clear. Today speaking about Dekra high quality of works, I rely on the
personal experience.

20 ËÅÒ ÍÀ ÐÛÍÊÅ

Claudio De Eker
KODEST company owner
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Z-Towers a grandiose project, not simply a concrete high scraper, but a
real city in the city. Dekra, as always, has worked professionally and
reliably, the building has a high supply of durability, the facade of the two
round glazed towers is unique. It is my fourth skyscraper in the world, but
the most significant, as it is the highest building in the today’s Baltic States
and my footprint in the country history.

Mihail Gelman
General Director
TOWERS CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT board member

Residential complex Skolkovo – park for life, project needed a scrupulous
work, as from the part of the designers, as well as from the part of the
contractual companies. In the first place, it has to do with the complicated
geometry of the Complex, not accepting faults, with a vertical layout on
the active relief, with the demands to the materials on “premium” class
project. Dekra performed the building realization with the minimal
changes concerning the project stage – as in case of the management of
the construction firms, as well as of the control on the works
performance.
Vladimir Plotkin
The Chief Architect of Trade and Industry association “REZERV”

For the realization of the unique in its concept premium class club block
project “Skolkovo Park for life”, we needed a partner able to solve the
complicated engineering and architectural tasks on the qualitative high
level and on time. DEKRA Company fully met the expectations and
demonstrated itself as a reliable and stable partner.

Igor Pyatibratov
Head of Development Real Estate Department
MILLHOUSE

Construction is not our company’s profile field, that is why it was
extremely important to find professionals, whom you can absolutely
trust. Golden Gate project – showed that Dekra was the best choice. It is
not just because of the quality, stability and the deadlines. Their
individual “tweezer” approach to the customers interests, taking into
account even the micro details let us exactly fulfill the idea of business
construction XXI in our life.

Andrey Vdovin
Head of Asia-Pacific Bank

Dekra was one of the Russian companies, realizing such a large-scale
project in the sphere of high-rise construction in Latvia. SOLARIS already
operating more than 10 years, and demand for housing, already on the
secondary market, is still high. My apartment is also located in one of the
towers: love reliability and comfort.
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Andris Silis
Chief Architect Project Solaris
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Reviving an old house, we tried to reflect the modern and carefully
preserve the historic Moscow. Architects and designers designed by 100
years old Moscow motives, moldings and facades. The construction
workers restored the original staircase in the walls masonry in the hall.
The old lamps, located on the floors and once belonging to Paris City Hall,
were once found on one of France flea market by Dekra General Director
Denisov S.A. Such a personal quivering attitude of every participating
person, allowed to ideally fulfill the project.
Ekaterina Grigorieva
Chief Architect PROJECT-E Company

The work in the historic center of Moscow demands from an architect,
developer and contractor not only a high professionalism but also
sensitivity, a sincere love for the city.
Pozharsky 13 – a worthy project located in the so-called “golden mile” in
Moscow, performed by DEKRA Company, by the plan of the architectural
agency “Ostozhenka” with a careful attitude for the project and the city.

Alexander Skokan
Chief Architect
Chief of Moscow architectural buro “Ostozhenka”

Original historic architecture of Italy found its reflection in PIAZA
INFITEATRO project: in the form and in the name. Cooperation with DEKRA
allowed us fully brings into reality the creative plan, performed
qualitatively and on time. This project is our common goal not only in the
international competition International Property Europe (London 2012)
but also in life.

Sergey Romanov
Head of the workshop №1
OPEN SOCIETY MOSPROEKT 4

Tower 2000 is the first office skyscraper of the business center MOSCOW
CITY, where we invited DEKRA CONSTRUCTION for the high quality
finishing works and interiors arrangement performance. From this
moment on, there started our long-term cooperation with that company,
as for us not only the quality of work is important but also the delivery
dates. DEKRA always works clearly and professionally.

Alexander Zanadvorov
Owner of supermarket chain “Seventh Continent”

We thank joint stock Company “DEKRA CONSTRUCTION” team for the
participation in the project arranging cable lines on the site
“Multifunctional Residential complex Red Side”. Assembly-montage works
complex was performed with a high quality in the record short time. A
high level of production process organization with an unconditional
adherence to the safety and labor protection deserves special mention.
Also efficiency and technically correct attitude toward work of your
specialists during the whole period of our cooperation.

Andrey Kozlov
General Director
Open Society 7th Taksomotorniy park

During the works performance “DEKRA CONSTRUCTION” has proven to be
a reliable and professional partner, meeting all the Contract obligations
with the optimal result in the record short time. Taking into account
DEKRA CONSTRUCTION long experience as a General contractor by
different projects construction in Russia and abroad and also the exact
experience of cooperation in the terms of the project “SNEGIRI ECO”, we
recommend that professionals team as a proved partner, in cooperation
with whom the fundamental elements are the quality, professionalism
and stability.

Konstantin Naidenov
Construction Director CT Investments Limited

